1. According to a classical theorem, every semicontinuous real-valued function of a real variable can be obtained as the limit of a sequence of continuous functions. The corresponding proposition need not hold for the semicontinuous functions defined on an arbitrary topological space; indeed, it is known that the theorem holds in the general case if and only if the topology is perfectly normal [6] .
1. According to a classical theorem, every semicontinuous real-valued function of a real variable can be obtained as the limit of a sequence of continuous functions. The corresponding proposition need not hold for the semicontinuous functions defined on an arbitrary topological space; indeed, it is known that the theorem holds in the general case if and only if the topology is perfectly normal [6] .
For some purposes, it is important to know when a topological measure space has the property that each semicontinuous real-valued function defined thereon is almost everywhere equal to a function of the first Baire class. In the present article, we are able to resolve this question when the topology is completely regular. A most interesting by-product of our consideration of this problem is the discovery that every Lebesgue measurable function is equivalent to the limit of a sequence of approximately continuous ones. This fact enables us to answer a question, posed in an earlier work [7] , concerning the existence of topological measure spaces in which every bounded measurable function is equivalent to a Baire function of the first class.
2. We begin the discussion with some pertinent background material. The Blumberg upper measurable boundary, uB, of a real-valued function / defined on Euclidean q-space, Eq, is specified in the following manner:
If Ey = {x: fix) > y}, then uBi£) = inf {y: exterior metric density ofEy at £ is zero}.
The lower measurable boundary, lB, is similarly defined. Blumberg proved that uB is approximately upper-semicontinuous and that lB is approximately lower-semicontinuous and then observed that approximately semicontinuous functions are Lebesgue measurable. These functions are termed boundaries because each of the sets {x: uB{x) <fix)} and {x: lBix)>fix)} has measure zero, and because the points (i,uB(0) and (I, ZB(£)) are positively approached by the graph off, for almost every £. Moreover, iff is measurable, then it coincides almost everywhere with each of its measurable boundaries.
The approximately semicontinuous functions are precisely those functions that are semicontinuous with respect to the density topology, T*, introduced by Haupt and Pauc [5] . In this topology a set is open if it is measurable and has density one at each of its points; hence, every measurable set contains an equivalent T*-open set. We shall make use of the fact, demonstrated in [3] , that T* is completely regular. We shall employ the standard terminology of measure theory. In particular, two measurable sets are said to be equivalent if their symmetric difference has measure zero ; two measurable functions are equivalent if they are equal almost everywhere.
The collection of all continuous real-valued functions defined on a topological space (X, T) is denoted by C(X, T).
3. Our principal result concerns the relation between theLebesgue measurable functions and the Baire functions associated with the density topology. We shall restrict our attention to the consideration of bounded functions, since the case of a general function can be handled easily by first applying the orderpreserving transformation Arctan to the range of the function.lt is convenient first to establish two lemmas. But, for each x in F, we have
The contradiction thus obtained forces us to reject the assumption that fix) exceeds s(x) on a set of positive measure, and thus, the first lemma is established. Let us suppose first that a < + oo. For each positive integer k, let hk be an element of SC for which miEihk))<a + l/k.
We may assume that {hk} is a nondecreasing sequence, for, if the contrary were the case, we should merely replace each hk by ykm = yhm. Then, for all k, Eihk+y)<=Eihk),
and if
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Moreover, for each g in S?, E-E(g) is a null set. Let U0 be a T*-open subset of E that is equivalent to E, let F be the ( T*-closed) null set where uB, the upper measurable boundary of/, differs from s (recall that s(x)=f(x) a.e., by Lemma 1) and let Since this is inconsistent with the requirement that £ -£(g) be a null set, we have obtained a contradiction.
If a = + oo, then there exists a cube I such that 0 < inf {m(E(g) n /) : g e if} < + oo.
Since the analogue of Lemma 1 holds for the functions defined on I, we may derive a contradiction exactly as in the finite case. Thus, we are forced to reject our initial supposition, and, as a consequence, the lemma is proved.
It is now a simple matter to establish our principal theorem. Proof. It is necessary only to recall that the approximately continuous functions are all of Baire type 1 [2] . The desired result is then an elementary consequence of the theorem. 4 . We turn now to the consideration of an application of the foregoing ideas to the classification of measure spaces problem.
A topological measure space (X, T, L,p) is a topological space (X, T)and a measure space (X, £,p) such that Tis a subset of £ and p(U) is positive for each nonempty element U of T. In [7] we have classified measure spaces of this type by first singling out certain classes of topologically related functions and then observing whether the bounded measurable functions are equivalent to members of one of these classes. For example, a topological measure space is termed a 0-space if each bounded measurable function is almost everywhere equal to a continuous function; it is a 1-space if it is not a 0-space and if each bounded measurable function is equivalent to a lower-(upper-)semicontinuous function ; it is a 2-space if it is neither a 1-space nor a 0-space and if every bounded measurable function is equivalent to the limit of a sequence of lower-(upper-) semicontinuous ones. The spaces of type a for countable ordinals a are defined inductively. This system of classification proved to be a most useful one, since in the case of finite ordinals, we found that a-spaces can be characterized by certain smoothness properties of the measures associated with them. In this connection, the following theorem is typical.
Theorem 5. Let (X, T,,£p) be a topological measure space. In order that each bounded real-valued measurable (L) function be equivalent to a lowersemicontinuous one, it is both necessary and sufficient that each measurable set be equivalent to an open set.
Another natural classification scheme follows the same general pattern but uses as approximating functions the elements of the various Baire classes; thus, a topological measure space is called a Ba-space if each of the bounded measurable functions associated therewith is equivalent to a function of Baire type a and if a is the smallest ordinal for which this is true. In the general case, this system seems to be more difficult to work with than is the one described earlier; however, in the presence of a suitably strong topological separation axiom, the technique developed for the demonstration of Theorem 3 can be used to show that the two systems are identical. Lemma 6. Let there be imposed on the topological measure space (X, T, E,p) the additional condition that T be completely regular. Then, every bounded semicontinuous function on X is almost everywhere equal to a function belonging to the first Baire class, and every bounded element of the first Baire class is equivalent to a lower-(upper-)semicontinuous function.
Proof. If u is bounded and upper-semicontinuous, then the arguments given in establishing the lemmas that precede Theorem 3 can be duplicated here to show that « is equivalent to the limit of a nondecreasing sequence of continuous functions. By making use of the fact that the negative of a lower-semicontinuous function is upper-semicontinuous, it is easy to see that a bounded lower-semicontinuous function is almost everywhere equal to the limit of a nonincreasing sequence of continuous functions. Now let / be a bounded function of Baire type 1. Suppose that/ = lim"/", where each /" is continuous. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the/n are uniformly bounded (by the bounds off, for example), in which case each of the functions 00 gn = V fk k=n is bounded also. Since each/" is, in particular, lower-semicontinuous, it follows that the gn are also lower-semicontinuous. According to the proposition established in the preceding paragraph, there exists, for each natural number n, a nonincreasing sequence {gnk}k = y of continuous functions converging almost everywhere to g". Since Proof. The theorem is an immediate consequence of the definitions and Lemma 6.
In [7] we gave an example of a denumerable Bj-space and raised the question of the existence of a nonatomic space of this type. Theorem 7 now enables us to answer that question affirmatively.
Example 8. Let iI,L,m) be the Lebesgue measure space associated with the unit interval, and let T* be the density topology on I. By virtue of Theorem 5, (/, T*, L, m) is a 1-space. Since T* is completely regular, a direct application of Theorem 7 shows that (I,T*,L,m)
is also an example of an (atom-free) Bx-space.
Within the general framework of a completely regular topological measure space, Lemma 6 constitutes the first step in an inductive proof of the measuretheoretic equivalence of the finite-ordinal Baire classes and the corresponding classes of functions generated by the semicontinuous functions. In order to simplify the discussion, we introduce a system of notation for the latter classes. Let the class of lower-semicontinuous functions be denoted by ¿£x. If a is an ordinal number that exceeds 1 and if the function classes 3?$ have been defined for each ß less than a, let JS?a denote the class of all limits of convergent sequences of functions belonging to \^Jß<a£?ß. In a similar fashion, the classes generated by the upper-semicontinuous functions are denoted by °UX, %2,---.
Theorem 9. Let (X, T,£,p) be a completely regular topological measure space. For each finite positive ordinal number a, every bounded function of Baire typea is equivalent to anelement of S?x(^x), and every bounded function belonging to SFX (^x) is equivalent to a Baire function of the ath class.
Proof. We shall consider only the classes SFX. The proof employs the method of finite induction. In view of Lemma 6, we need provide only the induction step. Suppose then that the proposition has been established for a given finite positive ordinal a. Let/ be a bounded Baire function of type a + 1, and let {/"} be a sequence of bounded functions of Baire type a that converges to /. By virtue of the induction hypothesis, there exists, for each natural number n, an element gn of £?x that is equivalent to/". Now if a is odd, then the supremum of a sequence of elements of £?x is again an element of £?x, while if a is even, then the infimum of such a sequence belongs once more to S?x. Hence, at least one of the functions limsup"g" and lim inf"g" belongs to S?x+X. Since/is equivalent to both of these functions, the first half of the desired result has been obtained. Now let/ be a bounded member of ¿Ca+X. If a is even, then there exists an increasing sequence {/"} of bounded elements of ¿£a having limit /. According to the induction hypothesis, each/" is equivalent to a function g" of Baire type a. In order to save ourselves from future embarrassment, we suppose, without loss of generality, that the g" are uniformly bounded by the bounds off. For each natural number n, let Then {hn} is a convergent sequence of elements of the ath Baire class, and, for each n, h" and /" are equivalent. Thus, / is equivalent to lim"fe", a function of Baire type a + 1. A similar argument is sufficient to dispatch the case in which a is odd.
We conclude the article with the obvious application of Theorem 9 to the classification problem we have been considering.
Corollary
10. Let a be a finite ordinal number. In order that a completely regular topological measure space be an ct-space, it is both necessary and sufficient that it be a B^-space.
